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Elvin Bishop is fourteen -- an official Young Adult (and you know that one was dreamed up by an old adult).
Having barely survived the sports camp that he and his best friends, Frankie and Mikie, attended in Slot
Machine, Elvin is actually ready for high school to begin. Or so he thinks.

Suddenly, Elvin's hurled into a whole new social scene, where relationships -- the right relationships -- are
the name of the game.

Leave it to Elvin to fall hard for exactly the wrong kind of girl -- the kind of girl who is definitely not a part
of any guy's cool plan. And that's just the beginning of his problems. Because what happens when everything
that used to be so simple -- like friendship--changes?

With an appetite that forces him to shop at the Big and Tall, a mother who still talks to her long-dead
husband, and a nasty case of hemorrhoids, is becoming cool something that someone like Elvin can even pull
off?

In this second book about Elvin, Chries Lynch has written the love story to end all love stories -- and a
multilayered look at the hysterical trials and tribulations of one guy's introductions to Young Adulthood. The
entire cast of Slot Machine is back: good-looking, popular Frankie; dependable Mikie; the ominous Senior
Boys; and the sarcastic and loving Mrs. Bishop. This time, though, there are girls on the scene, and Elvin,
who can keep on laughing when faced with an embarrassing mother, a menacing bully, ownership of the
ugliest dog on the planet, and an adolescent case of hemorrhoids, confronts his biggest challenge yet: He's in
love. Welcome to high school, where relationships, the right relationships, are the name of the game.
Heartsick, heady, and hilarious, here are the hazards and halcyon moments of the intricate high school social
sceneand the love story to end all love stories as only Chris Lynch could write them.
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From reader reviews:

Robert Stewart:

Book is actually written, printed, or highlighted for everything. You can realize everything you want by a
book. Book has a different type. As you may know that book is important matter to bring us around the
world. Beside that you can your reading talent was fluently. A guide Extreme Elvin will make you to be
smarter. You can feel a lot more confidence if you can know about anything. But some of you think that
open or reading any book make you bored. It is not necessarily make you fun. Why they may be thought like
that? Have you in search of best book or acceptable book with you?

Jennifer Dillon:

The event that you get from Extreme Elvin is the more deep you looking the information that hide into the
words the more you get thinking about reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to comprehend but
Extreme Elvin giving you enjoyment feeling of reading. The article author conveys their point in particular
way that can be understood by means of anyone who read this because the author of this e-book is well-
known enough. This specific book also makes your current vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to
understand then can go along with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We suggest you for
having this specific Extreme Elvin instantly.

Ira Gonzalez:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or maybe 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
talent or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book when compared
with can satisfy your limited time to read it because this all time you only find e-book that need more time to
be learn. Extreme Elvin can be your answer as it can be read by you actually who have those short free time
problems.

Michael Blossom:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This book Extreme Elvin was colorful and of course has pictures
around. As we know that book Extreme Elvin has many kinds or category. Start from kids until adolescents.
For example Naruto or Detective Conan you can read and think that you are the character on there. So , not
at all of book are make you bored, any it offers up you feel happy, fun and chill out. Try to choose the best
book for you and try to like reading in which.
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